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"STRUCTURED SPATIAL CONCEPTS"
It is my intention in presenting this piece as my thesis to record
an area of activity in five major cities across the United States, for a
period of five hours, simultaneously, on a selected day. This activity
has been collected on coated zinc plates, which I had sent to people
willing to participate in this undertaking. These plates were then
returned to me and printed by me.
This is a documentation of the events, thoughts, and the processes
which made this piece successful.
I have been working with the idea of producing prints which deal
with the concept of breaking up space in an aestheticly pleasing manner.
The designs used were meticulously thought out in their relationship to
astronomical theories which I developed. It was very important that the
surface be measured out so the designs would be symmetrical. The design
structures had a strong architectural feeling to them, usually with many
organic shapes within the framework of a hard edge structure. Intrigued
by photographic processes, I utilized my own interpretations of photo
graphs which had illustrations of other ideas, i.e., advertisements.
These photographs began to replace the organic areas of my prints while
structured areas usually remained in their original state. Photographs
came closer to reproducing my original ideas than the organic areas.
There was a certain purity in the photographs unaltered by the mechanics
of drawing. However, the photographs usually stimulated another idea
and not the reverse. In order to illustrate my idea, I would have to
either find the appropriate photographs or alter the idea to adhere to
the photographs available. Neither alternative provided me with an
incentive to continue with the use of photographs. A photograph of a
print incorporating the photographic techniques and structures is con
tained here as an example of this method.
After exploring photographic techniques, I began to illustrate my
ideas through drawing. Expressing a thought through drawing is very
difficult. No matter how good a draftsman one is, a struggle remains to
reproduce an idea in its original form. There is a quality about drawing
which may enhance the original idea to the extent that, in the process
of drawing, the artist may find himself altering the original thought.
The artistic process begins with a self-originated idea which represents
a thought. Introduction of technical and mechanical procedures allows
the artist to reproduce that original thought. By introducing these
variables and processes to create a print, I feel a part of the original
idea may be lost. A loss may occur either in the inability to draw
precisely a pure thought or in an alteration of the plate during print-
making processes.
Printmaking has become a media structured around a great many
traditions and demands. There seems to be an unwritten code of mechanics
and professionalism which, when followed, results in an aesthetic
product. My own intentions are not to criticize that product but,
instead, to question the accepted attitudes surrounding the origin of
the forms derived.
My feeling is that the plate which receives the etching processes
is the fundamental element in expressing the original idea. If all
interference could be eliminated between the thought process and the
image on the plate, we would then have the imagery which best expresses
that idea. With this realization, I began to seek other methods for
creating imagery which could better express my thoughts. I began to
create organic prints eliminating the structured areas which had pre
viously characterized my work.
Plates were done by pouring different types of etching resist on
them. After allowing them to dry, the plates were then etched and
printed. These prints began to take on appearances with which I could
identify. They were no longer controlled by me alone. The atmospheric
pressures and drying time determined by environmental conditions dic
tated where certain areas of the final print would become dark or light.
The shapes, too, which appeared were those other than my own. I con
trolled certain areas of these prints with various printing techniques
but usually did not alter the original designs.
I became enthusiastic about working with large plates (full sheets
of zinc which measure
24"
x 36"). At one point, I became so enthused I
wanted to engulf the entire room with these prints. I thought of
printing one plate many times and mounting these prints on large boards
to give the appearance of one large print. Size of the prints became
important in expressing extensive space being represented in those
prints. Space seemed secondary only to the process formulating the
prints. An example of this technique is the photograph of "Spatio temporal
No. II", contained herein, which was produced in the manner explained
above. This was the print which I had contemplated using in the large
print series. By this time, I favored a process of organic pourings to
any graphic content in the prints.
During this time I began studying the works of contemporary artists.
I began investigating their thought processes and the writings of critics
about the artists' way of working. There has been a large movement for
dematerialization of art, that is, "art devoid of sensory appeal"^ '
where thought processes become the more important part of the work.
Four years ago, polyester and computers were the media which fascinated
progressive artists and determined the area of expression. Now the
medium no longer seems important. What is important is the artistic
process which has transcended the belief in technology.
According to Gregory Battcock, "a significant trend in modern art
has been a closer interaction between art and criticism, between the
artist as doer and the critic as interpreter. An investigation of this
trend shows that the concerns of Minimal Art are both inevitable and
consistent. Minimal Art is not a negation of past art, or a nihilistic
gesture. Indeed, it must be understood that by not doing something one
can instead make a fully affirmative gesture, that the Minimal artist is
engaged in an appraisal of past and present, and that he frequently
finds present aesthetic and sociological behavior both hypocritical and
empty. One could object that this attitude is merely a rationalization
of an art form involved with nothing, but this is not the case. Minimal
style is extremely complex. The artist has to create new notions of
(1) "The Trouble with Art - As Idea", by Max Kozloff, "Art Forum".
September, 1972, pp. 33-37
scale, space, containment, shape, and object. He must reconstruct the
relationship between art as object and between object and man. Negative
space, architectural enclosure, nature, and the mechanical are all
concerns of the Minimal artist, and as such become some of the character
istics that unify the movement. Necessarily, the definition of "movement'
in art has changed. The Abstract-Expressionist "movement" in art
organized differently and proceeded differently. The artists were
geographically closer together. They communicated with each other in a
more personal way. The art magazines and critics played a smaller role.
Today, the artist is more immediately involved in daily concerns.
Vietnam, technological development, sociology, and philosophy are all
(O)
subjects of immediate importance. "v '
I have found criticisms such as Mr. Battcock's to be an important
influence in the development of my own thought processes. Prior to my
investigations into contemporary works, I found myself almost completely
involved with the aesthetic product. The print, when finally ready for
edition, had to meet certain personal standards in addition to those of
past educational influences. I do not feel that the Minimal style of
art would have been an approach beneficial for me to pursue. The
important part of the artistic product became the artistic process from
which it evolved. I began to ask myself why do we, as artists, do
art? There are, of course, many answers economics, self-expression,
(2) Gregory Battcock, Minimal Art, "A Critical Anthology" (New York,
E.P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 1968), Pg. 26
enjoyment, etc. However, it appears the most important reason we do
art oriented processes is to allow others opportunity to relate to our
ideas. Whether we are attempting to reproduce an existing figure or a
still life, or are creating an original design, our work has the potential
to become meaningless without the criticism and relationship of other
people. My reasoning is that art is produced for people as well as for
the artist. In other words, it is my belief that an art piece is the
result of an artist's thought plus the people's interaction to that
piece. Criticism becomes an integral part of what the people accept in
the world of art. It appears there is still a very traditionalist
attitude among a great many people which directs their perceptions
towards utilitarian principles. My current feeling is that an art piece
which does not function or does not appear to provide an immediate
stimulus to one's subconscious thought processes is less likely to be
accepted. It is the above mentioned factors which have greatly influ
enced the reasoning behind doing this thesis project.
The idea of involving people in the creation of an art piece
excited me. I wanted to capture a certain spontaneity of public reaction
in the form of a print created by utilizing attitudes and energy found
in public places. In doing this, I would be able to present my idea in
its original context unchanged by techniques involved with printmaking
and be able to capture an undetermined amount of activity. By eliminating
my own graphic input, the idea could remain pure. The decision as to
what would be in the print would no longer be controlled by me. Instead,
I would initiate a "Happening" in which the presentation of my idea
would be the most important aspect of the piece. To insure a successful
Happening, I would have to make several decisions: where would it take
place? How long should the public be exposed to this Happening? Through
which mechanisms should the Happening occur?
An article from "Art Forum" which deals with the idea of happenings
(art forms which become events, incorporating an idea of an artist and
public participation of that idea) appeared to be supportive of my idea
for a Happening. After reading this article and doing research about
other happenings which had taken place, I was convinced that a Happening
would provide me with the spontaneity required to make this piece
successful .
"... The belief system supporting art is nourished not so much by
specific contentions that have entrenched rules and criteria, as in most
professions, but by the accelerated replacement of conventions, by now
an article of faith in Modern Art and a cliche of criticism. Anyone may
be defined as an outsider to art overall, or to a specific artistic
idiom, who does not willingly accept the metaphors and contexts at
stake, or the necessity that these be periodically reformulated. Such
a person, sudden or long term literalist that he is, tends to put an
emotional
"discount"
on the esthetic product, just as its exegetes give
it a meta-physical "Mark-up". I do not use this blunt economic metaphor
facetiously. All of us are engaged in firming the symbolic mechanisms
that we need or may come to need as an important feature of psychic
survival. But there is obviously a negative feature in this psychology.
We let in only so much reality, only so much recognition of hard facts
in our lives, that our symbolic needs and social identities will allow
or tolerate. And so established is the permissiveness that accepts the
turnovers and flip-flops of Modern Art that it has, I feel, become
rigid, and lost its sense of scale.
These pessimistic thoughts have been prompted by happenings in the
art world of the last four years (though with anticipations dating back
to over ten). It is a period roughly coinciding with a shift by many
artists from the creation of tangible objects to calling attention to
the attitudes by which art has been or can be made. (This is not to
say, by any means, that visual images or things have been done away
with, but that when they do appear, the spectator is directed to some
"problem"
rather than their visual qualities.) The problem has been
dubbed self-sufficient, and therefore, "Art", by its instigators.
Theoretically, it distills the quotient of ideality present in more
direct art procedures, into a purer mental substrate, one not dependent
on the distracting contingencies or the possible shapes of matter. For
it would uphold, if not examine, what all modern art has in common when
appearances are considered secondary. As a phenomenon, this has puri
tanical overtones familiar enough. Occurrences that are dematerialized,
devoid of sensory appeal or even, sometimes, attributes, can be promoted
as spiritual events, mystic rituals, or the operations of high science.
Joseph Kosuth, one of the artists I have in mind, does not hesitate to
equate his language games with the exclusivity and rigor of theoretical
physics. Not craftsmanly work, but the thought behind the work, not
sensibility, but the general and impersonal premise above sensibility.
These are the priorities of much current art. They are, of course, part
of a strategy, with a long tradition behind it, designed to impose
greater demands on the faithful. Faith has been stringently defined as
the acceptance of assumptions without the need to require evidence for
them. But the mistake of this often repeated and always circular
strategy in art - now, at least - is to suppose that it has no upward
limits."^
Prior to developing this Happening, I had become involved with
printing lithographic stones used in the late thirties for commercial
printing of advertising. I printed the images on the stones that had
been preserved and forgotten for many years, in their original form. I
began titling these prints "Revival
Series"
and numbering them with a
printer's number corresponding to the advertising. I was becoming in
creasingly interested in doing prints in series and reviving a certain
spirit found in the designs preserved in these old lithographic stones.
(3) "The Trouble with Art - An Idea", by Max Kozloff, "Art Forum",
September, 1972, pp. 33-37
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I feel that the series concept became important in the decisions I made
as to how the Happening was to occur.
The Happening I developed would collect an undetermined amount of
energy and activity from five major cities in the United States. Then,
through the print form, I would be able to present this activity col
lectively, in one room or gallery. The idea of using the print form
became important because the imagery presented would be the result of
exposing a zinc plate to the public for their interaction. Pedestrians
were to be encouraged to mark on the plate either directly with an
instrument or indirectly by just walking on the plate. Each gesture
would become a mark which would ultimately constitute the graphic content
of the print. In essence, I would be presenting the spirit of the city.
My decision to do a series of prints which would represent an area
of activity of five cities across the United States included an affinity
for the numeral "5". The numeral "5" had been used in some of my previous
prints and I became quite attracted to the configuration of that numeral.
Apparently, I do not stand alone in my attraction for the numeral "5".
It has been used before in many graphic contexts; in 1929 by Charles
Demuth in a painting entitled "I Saw the Figure 5 in
Gold"
and then
later in 1963 by Robert Indiana in a painting entitled "The Demuth Five".
I chose, instead of using the numeral "5", to use the quantity "five" as
one of determining factors in the presentation of the Happening. There
were to be five zinc plates placed in five major cities for a period of
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five days. Upon receiving these plates, at the conclusion of the
Happening, I would make a series of five prints from each plate resulting
in five series of five prints. Thus, the usage of "five" became quite
important in determining the intensity of the piece. This was the
original proposal which I have included a copy of in this thesis docu
mentation. The only change from the original proposal to the actual
Happening was the exposure to the public for five days. Upon reviewing
this factor, I felt that it would be extremely difficult to monitor the
plates over a five-day period. My chances of finding someone in five
cities who was available to monitor the plates for this length of time
might also be a problem. Finally, a five-day exposure might not reveal
an accurate account of the activity I was trying to collect. I then
changed the time of exposure to five hours rather than five days. I
felt the Happening could be controlled much more effectively within this
period of time.
By this time, I had decided the size of the plates to be sent would
be 18 x 24 inches. Everyone involved would receive the same materials.
The plates would be coated with a ground resist so that marks scratched
into the resist would create the imagery. The plates would be etched
for ten minutes in 10:1 nitric acid. Nothing would be added to the
plate upon my receiving it and no print techniques such as aquatinting
would be employed to alter the imagery produced at each site. (The
etching in nitric acid would be like developing a roll of film prior to
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printing the film. The development did not alter the context of the
pictures, it just made available the images for reproduction.)
My intent was that the resultant images would represent a spirit
brought forth from the cities as I have explained. My immediate concern
was whether people would be willing to stop their daily routine to take
time to draw or scratch some mark on a plate of which they knew nothing
for someone that they never met and for reasons they may not be able to
comprehend. In effect, the question I asked myself was, "will the
public in the cities I have chosen contribute to a piece of art?" I
decided that in order to lower the risk of non-participation and to be
able to effectively collect the energy from the public that I desired, I
would display the zinc plates on the sidewalks of the cities. Being on
the sidewalks, I would get marks from people as they passed by without
having to take the risk that they would not stop and mark the plate in a
conspicuous manner. Since the plates were all coated with a hard ground
(a wax substance applied to a heated plate which when cooled becomes
very hard and is used to draw into to create images in the printmaking
process), if someone were to walk on the plate they would effectively
remove a certain amount of the ground which when the plate was later
etched would become a mark or line in the print. After repeated contact
was made, a series of lines would begin to form creating imagery repre
sentative of the energy captured in the city. I also expected that
there would be people who would like to leave their mark on the plate
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and directly take part in the Happening. For these people I decided to
provide a marking instrument. I did not want to get involved with the
public by having to explain what an etching was or technical procedures
and felt that if I were to utilize etching materials, this may become a
lesson in printmaking rather than a Happening. I decided rather than to
incorporate the use of usual drawing instruments, i.e., etching needles,
I would prefer to send something unique. I thought of sending stones
which would have effectively made marks, but stones seemed too clumsy to
send through the postal system. Following this train of thought, I came
up with the idea of sending coal. This standardized the technique since
now all cities would be receiving the same material. I began to explore
the idea of the coal and became very intrigued with using it. I also
found that in handling coal there is a certain amount of residue that is
contracted by your hands from the dust in the coal. In essence, the
people who chose to stop and participate in the Happening would be
leaving with a part of it. I went to a local lumber yard where I asked
to purchase ten pieces of coal. After explaining what I was planning to
do with the coal, the owner donated them to me. As coal comes in
various shapes and sizes, I specifically chose pieces which were long
and thin and could be held easily in the hand similar to a drawing
instrument. Each city was sent two pieces of coal which were very
similar in shape for the Happening.
In order to find monitors in the various cities who were willing to
assist in the execution of the Happening, it was important that I
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minimize their participatory efforts. When I contacted potential
monitors, I wanted them to be as uninvolved in the technical part of the
presentation as possible. In essence, all I wanted them to do was give
a specific amount of time to monitor the Happening in their city. I
left one major decision up to the monitors I contacted; that was the
location of the Happening in their city. I only expressed a desire for
it to take place in a relatively active part of the city in order to
have good public contact. Originally, I wanted to contact galleries in
five major cities and have them place the plate on the street in front
of their galleries. I wrote to three galleries: Harcus-Krakow Gallery,
Boston, Massachusetts; Dezen Zaks Gallery, Chicago, Illinois; and the
Willis Gallery, Detroit, Michigan. Within days I received a reply from
the Willis Gallery, Detroit, but as time went on I never received
responses from the other two. With time being a very important factor
in this piece, I decided my next move would be to contact acquaintances
in various major cities to ask them if they would participate in the
Happening.
I contacted people in New York, New York; Los Angeles, California;
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and San Miguel, Mexico. I have included my
letters of inquiry and the responses received. Everyone I contacted
wanted to participate. The only problem I encountered was the mail
service to San Miguel which was extremely poor. I had set the date for
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the Happening to be May 4, 1974. In a phone conversation with my friend
in San Miguel, we decided it would be too risky to mail him the materials
for the Happening and expect him to receive them in time. I was,
however, significantly closer to my initial goal of five cities, and the
sites chosen in each city were very interesting. In New York City,
under the direction of Fred Yager, permission was obtained to have the
Happening at the Botanical Gardens. In Los Angeles, under the direction
of Cindy Marsh, permission was obtained to have the Happening on the
corner of Hollywood and Vine. In Philadelphia, under the direction of
Carolyn Yager, permission was secured to have the Happening at the
entrance to an outdoor art festival in downtown Philadelphia. In Detroit,
under the direction of Dan Moriarity, Director of the Willis Gallery,
permission was given to have the Happening in front of the Detroit Bank
and Trust just off Willis Street in downtown Detroit. I decided that
the fifth city would be Rochester, New York, and that I would direct the
Happening myself. I acquired permission from the Midtown Mall Association
at Midtown Plaza to hold the Happening at their Main Street entrance.
Thus, the five cities had been identified and the Happening scheduled
for May 4, 1974. The Happening was to take place from 10:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m.
Each of the people directing the Happening in the cities mentioned
were sent a package containing necessary materials. Included was:
1. an 18 x 24 inch coated zinc plate
2. 2 pieces of coal for marking the plate
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1 sign explaining the Happening to the public to be
placed near the plate inviting the public to
participate
1 roll of 35mm slide film to be used to record public
participation in the Happening and to be used later
in the presentation of the piece
1 cartridge of recording tape to be used to record
any environmental sounds or public responses to
the Happening and to be used later in the presen
tation of the piece
1 set of standardized instructions for the Happening
to insure uniformity in its execution
Return postage, packing materials and address labels
These packets were all mailed out and received in time for the May 4
Happening.
In order to help viewers of my work in the Bevier Gallery better
understand the events that took place on Saturday, May 4, I sent each
director involved with the Happening a reel of 35mm slide film so they
could photograph events which took place in the making of the imagery to
be presented. I also sent a recording cartridge to collect the environ
mental sounds and public reaction to the Happening. These would be used
in conjunction with the slides to present the piece. I was able to
borrow video tape equipment from the media center at Rochester Institute
of Technology so that I could video tape public response to the Happening
in Rochester. It was very important to me that such documentation of
this piece take place. I felt that anyone viewing this piece at a later
date who did not have the opportunity to participate in the actual
Happening would have a far better understanding through the assistance
of a slide/video presentation.
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Simultaneously, on Saturday, May 4, 1974 in five major cities
across the United States the Happening I proposed took place. Since I
personally directed the Happening in Rochester, New York, I can best
describe the events which took place resulting in the print entitled
"Rochester, New York".
I arrived at the site of the Happening, the Main Street entrance to
Midtown Plaza, around 9:30 a.m. to set up the video equipment, the zinc
plate, and the sign. I also wanted the opportunity to locate myself in
an area which seemed to have a potential for activity. I placed the
plate about two feet from the curb on the sidewalk outside the entrance
to Midtown Plaza. This proved to be a very active area with people
entering and leaving the plaza, the Main Street sidewalk traffic passing
by, and those using the pedestrian crosswalk at that site were all con
fronted with the plate. In addition, I soon learned that this area also
happened to be a bus stop. People waiting for a bus stopped and read
the sign I had placed on a fire hydrant very close to the plate.
Numerous reactions were recorded both on film and on the video tape
equipment. Many people did not realize they were taking part in the
event and unknowingly walked on the plate. Others stood on the plate
while waiting to cross the street without the slightest recognition of
the Happening. In many cases, people stopped to read the sign, but
shook their heads and went on their way. However, if you look at the
print made at this site, you will see that many people reacted positively
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to the Happening. The coal became a very interesting facet of the
Happening. Many people were not familiar with the substance and were
astonished when black dust rubbed off on their hands. Others stopped to
draw or write a message on the plate. Some were able to express their
frustrations on the plate and reacted by jumping on it or carving into
the metal with great force. In some cases, as persons attempted to out
do something previously drawn, they would resort to the usual graffiti
such as "love", "peace", or sweetheart's names. People's attraction to
the video camera equipment was extensive. They frequently asked if it
would be aired on a local television program. Throughout the five hours
of the Happening, I met people of all ages from children to an
elderly woman of 83 from all walks of life who helped make the
Happening in Rochester a very successful one.
Once I received the plates from other cities, I began to process
them all in a uniform manner. All the plates were etched in nitric acid
solution of ten parts water to one part acid, for a period of ten minutes.
No alterations were made to the plates or the imagery on them. After
the etching process, the plates were cleaned of the resist and printed
with 514 black printer's ink. All were printed on Arches heavy weight
white stock. Upon completing the edition of five prints from each
plate, artist proofs were made to allow each monitor who participated in
the Happening to have a print of the plate with which he/she had been
involved.
The nature of the title of this piece, "Structured Spatial Concepts",
suggests that space is a fundamental part of the piece. The spatial
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qualities of this piece become more evident when we look at the primary
concern of the Happening the collecting of activity in five major
cities across the United States. It was my intention to assemble these
prints into one gallery, thereby reducing the activity of these cities
into one room. After printing these plates, I thought of concentrating
this activity into one print and this print would express this spiritual
energy of all the cities involved. In order that the conglomerate print
would not become a mere maze, I decided to print each plate in a dif
ferent color. Utilizing a multi-colored U.S. map from a Rand-McNally
Atlas, I then printed each plate on top of one another in the color
corresponding to the state color in the atlas. The ultimate print was
entitled "224,023. 0578/one". This title is the result of calculating
the square miles contained between all the cities participating in the
Happening. The total land mass contained between Rochester, New York;
Detroit, Michigan; Los Angeles, California; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Bronx, New York and back to Rochester, became an essential part of the
space concept of this piece. The distances were measured in air miles
and received from the Monroe County Airport for accuracy in the calcula
tions. Having collected all the statistical information, I contacted
Dr. Nil sen of the Engineering Department at Rochester Institute of
Technology. Dr. Nilsen performed the calculations required to determine
the exact amount of square miles represented in the Happening. Those
calculations have been included in this thesis report for verification.
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Additionally, for the showing of the entire piece, I included a map of
the United States on which I airbrushed color in the total area represented
in this print. This was used to provide the viewing public with a
better understanding of the vastness made up by this Happening.
In reviewing the individual prints, each seems to be a very personal
statement from each city. The Los Angeles print exudes a very cold
impression, with forceful, distinct lines which indicate very little
freedom of expression as compared to the other cities. Graffiti seems
to best explain the Los Angeles print. Since most people participating
in the Happening were not printmakers, they were not aware that when the
plate was printed, their writings would be in reverse. Most of the
writing is reversed in the print. Others, probably instructed by
monitor Cindy Marsh, were told of the print reversing. They began their
writings in reverse but did not have complete control and finished with
a few letters reading correctly and the remainder in reverse. There
seems to be a lack of involvement in the Los Angeles print which could
be due to the fact that the plate was not placed on the sidewalk as
instructed. Instead, the plate was standing on the sidewalk leaning up
against a building. In this manner, it only attracted people who were
willing to stop and take part in the Happening. Even so, I feel that
this plate is expressive of the attitudes and moods in Los Angeles.
The Detroit, Michigan, print is also odd with respect to involvement.
Across the middle of the plate is a very deep laceration caused apparently
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by a violent gesture. There are graphic attempts made: concentric
circles, what appears to be the wing of a bird, large scrapes and many
repeated words such as "Language" and "SMUG" (which may have particular
social significance in Detroit of which I am unaware). Through the
slides, I could see the plate was moved around. In some cases it was
held so passers-by could draw and at one point it was on the street to
be walked on. In yet another case, it was placed on a raised surface of
stone and used in the fashion of an artist's drawing board. This print
is expressive of downtown Detroit where people appear to move about
neither concerned or effected by their surroundings.
The print made in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, at the outdoor art
festival, is fantastically expressive. There are many organized line
patterns of concentric circles, drawings of favorite objects such as
peace symbols, names, flowers, and images of faces which peek out from
behind the plate. It appears the people of Philadelphia thoroughly
enjoyed the opportunity to take part in the Happening. I contribute a
great deal of the response to Carolyn Yager who directed the Philadelphia
Happening. As a very flamboyant person, she was easily able to entice
people into participation. She had a tape recorder available and sent
me the recorded tape from which I am able to take these conclusions. I
have found the comments of the people of Philadelphia to be sensational.
Many are only short comments as to this type of art while others are
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very lengthy in their discussions of art in general and the validity of
doing this type of public art. I have used many excerpts from this tape
in the presentation of the piece.
The Bronx, New York print was created at the entrance to the
Botanical Gardens. In looking at the print, there is one quality which
seems to be dominate over the other prints. The line quality in this
print is very forceful with each gesture seeming to be affirmed by the
strength with which it was made. Whether it be a word or a graphic
attempt on the plate, the intensity with which it was drawn is very
evident here as opposed to the other plates. I strongly believe this to
be a result of the environmental elements to which one is subjected in
New York life. In viewing the photographs, there are people of many age
groups participating in the Happening so this evaluation cannot be
restricted to a single group of people. In New York, also, a tape
recorder was used to record comments from participants. Several people
were not familiar with coal. Some stopped merely to inquire about what
was happening. Others participated in the event but would not allow
Fred Yager (who was monitoring the event) to take their pictures. There
was a strong attitude in this geographic area to know, "What does it
cost?". People expected to be charged for drawing on the plate. It
gives me great pleasure to have been able to provide these people with
the opportunity to create imagery (which they probably will never see)
and know that somewhere, someone has an etching which they helped create.
The awareness of the artistic process was very strong in New York. This
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awareness may be attributed to the vast art and cultural interests
located there. Art awareness was very alive in New York, more so than
any of the other cities participating in this event.
Upon assembling all the prints of the series for exhibition, I
entitled the series "One Day in May". The prints, slide presentation
and video tape were presented in the Bevier Gallery at Rochester In
stitute of Technology on May 21, 1974, and continued through June 3,
1974.
In Conclusion
The idea of public art is becoming a very popular means of expres
sion among contemporary artists. Art which exists and survives due to
public participation or involvement is, indeed, in my thinking, a valid
form of expression.
I have recently read of a course being offered at Harvard University
entitled "Public Art". It is being taught by an artist who does early
master drawings in charcoal on the sidewalks around the city of Boston.
The drawings disappear soon after completion but the thought remains.
I have experienced both personal accomplishment and apprehension
while doing this piece. The true reward of the entire experience has
been the opportunity to investigate the art process on a very human
level. Having been able to create the Happening, coordinate its pro
cedures and execution, and see it through to a successful completion has
made this piece personally satisfying and rewarding.
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As a result of doing this piece, I expect to explore the possibil
ities of similar works which employ the public or environmental conditions
to create imagery. My second piece similar to "One Day in May" is
entitled "Gallery Print". It was done in the Bevier Gallery at Rochester
Institute of Technology the night of the opening of the Graduate Show
where "One Day in May" was first presented. "Gallery Print" is the
result of a
24"
x
36"
coated zinc plate placed on the floor at the
entrance to "One Day in May". The participation in this piece was
phenomenal, once again reinforcing my desire to continue with the
exploration and development of public art.
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAPPENING OF MAY k, \31h
1. 10:00 a.m. place zinc plate on sidewalk at site
2. Place instruments near plate
3. Affix sign in public view near zinc plate
k. Photograph public participation with the piece
5. Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
6. 3=00 p.m. place all of above back in postage paid
container and ship back to me
** Please feel free to encourage public participation
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Mrs. Mary Ellen Wood 
c/o Midtown Mall Association 
Midtown Plaza Tower 
Rochester, New York. 14604 
Dear Mrs. Wood: 
May 2, 1974 
As a result of our telephone conversation of Tuesday, April 30, 
I am enclosing a copy of my letter to the Willis Gallery in Detroit requesting 
their participation in my thesis efforts in an attempt to help you better under-
stand my idea. 
Thank you for your assistance in my behalf. Feel free to stop 
by on Saturday, May 4, and participate. 
Cordially, 
James W. Veatch 
James W. Veatch 
/;.-
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Mr. Dan Moriarity 
Wi 11 is Ga 11 e ry 
422 West Wi 11 is 
Detroit, Michigan 48201 
Dear Mr. Moriarity: 
April 13, 1974 
As a graduate student in printmaking at Rochest'er Institute of Technology, 
Rochester, New York, I have become increasingly interested in the works of many con-
temporary artists. As I near the end of my two-year program for a Masters of Fine Arts 
in Printmaking, I am confronted with my masters thesis and graduate show. For this 
important aspect of my graduate degree, I have chosen an endeavor involving innovations 
in printmaking. The title of my thesis is "Structured Spacial Concepts". 
I am writing you, a progressive gallery representing many contemporary 
artists and supporting their theories, in hopes you will be interested and willing to 
assist me in the execution of this piece. I am represented in the Rochester area by the 
David Gallery, 31 Main Street, Pittsford, New York. My final piece for showing will con-
sist of five prints making up a series - one from each city taking part. These prints will 
represent an area of activity of the city. I am interested in recording the activity of 
the city for a period of five hours and then bringing together through the print forms 
this activity combined with the enormous space made up by the distance between these cities 
into one room or gallery. 
The forms derived from this endeavor will be of publ ic gesture whether it be 
in the form of a scuff mark made from walking on the plate or interaction with the instru-
ments provided. However, the people become the essential ingredient for the success of 
this piece. 
If you choose to partake in the execution of this piece, the following will be 
sent to you in a postage-paid return carton: 
1. 1 18 11 X 24" coated zinc plate 
2. 2 instruments for marking the plate 
3. 1 sign (to be placed near piece explaining the piece to the publ ic) 
4. 1 roll 35mm film (for documenting happening) 
5. 1 cartridge of recording tape (to record happening) 
6. 1 set of brief clear instructions for executing the piece 
The week prior to the happening, I will run an ad in the Art Section of the 
major newspaper in your city announcing the happening. 
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On Saturday. May 4, 1974, at 10:00 a.m., you will place the zinc plate on 
the sidewalk outside your gallery with the instruments provided so that passers-by may 
mark the plate if they so choose. A sign will be provided which will invite the public 
to interact with the happening. A person of your choosing will then be nearby to photo-
graph the interaction with the plate. If you have recording equipment available, I would 
also I ike recordings made of this event. The photographs and recordings made will be pre-
sented with the final showing. The plate will be exposed unti 1 3:00 p.m . on that day only. 
There will be five plates exposed simultaneously in five major cities across 
the United States on May 4, 1974. 
Upon completion of this, place the plate, fi 1m, and recorded tape in the pre-
paid container and ship back to me. Upon receiving the plate, I will etch whatever activity 
has been accumulated by your city and then make five black and white prints of the plate. 
You will receive an artist1s proof of the plate you were involved with. 
1'm sure you real ize the importance of this event to me and 1 will appreciate 
whatever effort you can extend on my behalf to this request. I would appreciate your 
notifying me as soon as possible as to your position. 
Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
James W. Veatch 
James W. Veatch 
Enc. 
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAPPENING OF MAY 4, 1974
1. 10:00 a.m. place zinc plate on sidewalk at site
2. Place instruments near plate
3. Affix sign in public view near zinc plate
4. Photograph public participation with the piece
5. Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
6. 3=00 p.m. place all of above back in postage paid
container and ship back to me
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The WILLIS GALLERY 
422 Willis Street - Detroit, Michigan 48201 - Phone 831-6279 
Name Illegible 
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Jim Vcr; teh 
De a r Fred , 
Bi ll to ld me ~/OU Nou l d be willinc to do the Ile'C, rf~nhle 1 1n~'Vf:; 
rrq)o sed in j\Je"W York . \')e t?lkcd'3.b01Jt t~le Br onx Zoo~;jte ."l·nd i t ser ,T<:; 
really exeitir;t~ . I' m sure we wil1l!etexceJ~lent n:sults fr"IT' t he: I;u b Jie 
B.t tho.t scene . BiJl "'.tlso s8 i ri \OU ";OlJ1d vid80 t;;re I-ub J ie re~ct i~n '-'11'1 
interacti on with the piece . I c8n ' t tell ~0V hnw e7c i ~ed I ~r Ob0ut dri n p 
this ,l Te rdly ::1·IJ..:l'Cc j · tc your efforl:s t n ;~:clr'8 i~ h is ,,' suc ,-cc;s flli 8r:lv8nt l),8 
8 n d r es ~: i b 1 :,r the r:' 0 s t j n r nV3. till e t h l: s i s R . I . T. h"'<:; h·':) ,1 . 
I IF've !=d:::o virit '·pI.' to Richc-1rd '::.' r"ry J"'ne 3 ,'lr~ rt:::;tE'r in le x ica "' 2kin[" 
tlJer;] if t ;'1ey 1";"J,J]1 ;;l so be in te rested in execut i nr: the r j ece . I t, hjr~f\ 
the.,! \,,101.11d be i nteT8c;ted 8nd excjte d 8C r ut dr;;n; ' st . I~'''<·.ve'' frir; nd 
l iving i n Los An g eles 1-vhe Cr::du8ted from R.I. ': ' . J.sst ,)"C'ar T;.)h o \I,: 'l 11 ::Jso 
be involved , 1 2m now working on Chicngo nnd Boston as t he tw o o ther 
sites f e r the haf pening . 
I C' ! ~8 r:d i nL an 18 x2 L~ " c.O,'3t(;c] zirc p l -"te to these J Jo' C(S bu t "·,.e've 
dec i d e d to :::;e r (} yc u <3 full ::;hee t o f zjn c 21~'xJ6't t o you be c f'use I feel ;/,'8 
'IJi ll ha v e the b i ;~gest event i n New York . I :::;:;, in the rrccess c, f IFc:i-- i , in g 
it to s l';Y' d t o y .-)u v:ith the othe r iterls listed CC)JcM , 'l' ~e kit 1!:i JJ iflcl n'le : 
(1) 1 24xJ6 " co!.:;.ted zir~c :;:18te 
( 2) 2 i r:struments f o r mC1T l·-in [' t.he T_IDte 
() ) 1 c1th to ; c ~lpced ne~r the p i ece lnstruct'n[ the lub1ic 
(4 ) 1 r o ll of 3S o~ fjl m 
(5 ) 1 c s rtridge of rec crdi ng t ere 
(6 ) 1 set of instruct j ons for t hE: event 
I n order to announce the H? ~ len in ~ I wruld Ij~e to run ~n a d jn the 
Art Secti on of the l';ew iork Ti mes fr o m ::Sund,'" y fq::ril 22 , l )i7 Lj. thrr)l) ~h 
Satu rday ~8y 4 , 1 9 74 enclos ed y ou will find a s~mpl e of tbe ~dd tc be run . 
Go Y'Ju think ;you could IJl').c e thi s ecJd , Pot rny eX ljensc for ne ? Cne ot he r 
it em , ~lll we ne~d so~e type e f :;:er~isston fr~m r: . i . clty deJ8rt~~rt of 
w~utev~r to use the area you h8ve chrsen ? I f so c~r y ou clenT ~h0t . 
I 8m enclosIng a copy of the letter I h8ve SR~t t o [01 er ies i~ 
30sGon '::no Ch } c '=1;=; o, 1 thi,;l;: t hi s will [~ j.ve 'you 0, cleAre r lictll re 8S to 
the tt180ries bt:hind t.his haPI:et i n g ~r d my own i :r:teDti ons i n cre!=lt. ine:· 
t h is piece . I f you j at any time have Any que stions o r just w?nt to t0 1 k 
abou t t~is event please c 81 1 ~e cnllect . Even tn ~s Rfte r 11: CCpm ore 
u su'J lly the bes t tiTre t o c.~,t ch Ir' E: ", t h 'll" e . 
The.nl;, y ou for he1r in g n; e rrr~:\c this 8 succ.essfu l " H81_J_erd .r:,fJ C~-' (l 11)ck 
on ~ay 4 th , I ~i ll write you q~8 in when 1 h ear frOG the oth0r sj t0S 8n~ 
kee p you up to date t o the pro~ress o f the event . 
) 
Jim 
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAI1ENING OF NAY 4, 1974
(1) 10:00am. Place Zinc Hate on sidewalk at site
(2) Flace instruments near plate
(3) Afix sign in public view near zinc plate
(4) Fhotograph public participation with the riece
(5) Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
(6) 3:00pm. Place all of above back in postage prepaid
container ship back to me.
SAMPLE OF NNWSFMNR A$
HAPPENING : Nay 4th, 10 : 00ain-3 : 00pm
HbLR^SS of SITE
The making of ^n ETCHING, public prti cipa ti on
Directed by: Jim Veatch, Rochester Institute of Technology
Rochester, New York
To be run in the Art Section of your im-jor newspaper
Starting Sunday April 28, 1974 through Saturday Kay 4, 1.974
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Jim VeAtch 
De8r Richard & JV18ry J8ne , 
I storIed over to Ka ren & Bill's the other night nnd he hed just 
received a letter from you, sounds like you pll ~r8 enjoy i ng Mex ico. 
11e told IT,e yOl~ are e;oine; t o have a show in vhsfijneton,Congr8tu I 8t ions, 
I' d li"Y.e to see some of your recent vJork, "'nrl some of r,hry J~. ne ' s prj nts 
I .8 m w r i tin e yo 11 to '1 :=: 1, a f !:J V 0 r . I w 0 u J d 1 ike y (' lJ to he 1 p P ' e 0 xc: C 1) t e 
R. nRT ,},en jn t) for my n12 sters thesis . T118 thcc;j S l s t,j. tJE'd "S t r u C'tl'T8d 
SPH~j Ct J COn(;(1'I~s " Wh::'It, I ::'Im doj.nc, ~s on satur'Cby f,j8yl~, 19 7}.j- '-It 10 : 00Ptr: . 
5 :";inc pl~~t(-!8 uJUJ be eXlosed sjmult.9neously in 5 mr:ljor citj(;s thr"l.'phout 
the United States (R nd Mexico if you c;hn 'se t o J~rti~ivnt e) for a period 
of 5 hours. The h8Il)cnin g wi] l be over at J:OOpm t]y, t rJJ"Y . 
What I would like you to do is : 
(1) Choose a place of considerabJe publ i c ~ctjvity i~ San Mi gue l 
(2) Tl1e week before the 118 [pen in g run ,oH,} 8.d · in the J\rt Section 
of the major newspaper in SRn Migue l announcing the 
Happening ~ample enclose~ 
(J) Purch8 se a copy of the newspaper epchdnv that week ~nd send 
it to me (Jus t the pege with the advertisemen t will be fine) 
(4) On Saturday May 4th at 10:00am place the rJete on the site 
you have chosen with the instruments provided . 
(5 ) Placethe sign provided in the kit in view of the !ublic. 
(6) Photograph the events of the day in response to t he r l ~te 
Rnd m~ke sure no one r ips off the plpte . 
(7} Record ~my publj.c r fo8 cU_on, to the plate or just environ-
menta l sounds of the day . 
( 8) At J:OOpm pick up the pl Ate 2nd all rel~ted mate rial sh i p 
to me the plate the f11m And recorded tRre qnd news[ape r adds 
Upon recei'iTinE( the [late I wi l l etch whatever 8.ctivity you have 
9ccuulu l E, ted in San rijigue l and Ill!Jke 5 b18ck & 1f,]hite :prints from the rl'?te. 
I will send you An artist proof of the plate you were inv olved wi th. 
the IJrints will n1ake up a series one from eAch ci t y involved , t hey will 
represent an area of activ ity of t ~e city. I ~m interested in r~ccrding 
the activity of 5 c5ties f or .5 h ours, then to br i ng tOBetl1er through the 
print f orms this Activ ity combined wit h the enormous space ~~de up by 
the distance between these citjes into one gnlJery The forms derived 
from this v,rill be of pllbli c gestlJre whether it be jn the fnrm of 2 scnff 
ma r k m9d e from walking on the plate or fr om interAction with the instru-
ments provid ed or whatever they may want to do, the people become the 
cs sent i:::l j n[~redient . Fred, Bill's brother is doing the n:"'pren ing jn 
f,j ew York Ci ty . He is pl cl.c in g the pl 2, te in front of the entrance to the 
Sronx Zoo for the 5 hours he is also goinS to video tare ~he public 
reacti on t o the piece and their intera ction. The photogr!'1[hs "'nd record -
ings wi ll be very important in the f inal present~tion pt R . I .T. 
I will of course p2y for ev e rything , the new21 Arer add, the rORt~~e 
fees etc . I hr' pe you C8YJ he.lp ICol{e this h'Jrreninc :? svccess . The ma in 
concern at this [oint is the t i Re element in getting you everythjng in 
time to preform the event on May 4 th . If you decide to do thjs pJeRse 
cal l me colJect so 1 can sh ip you the mRteri~ls required . C?ll Rny ni f ht 
a fter 11: 00 r,w time and I w ill be horne for SlJre . ' 
Hore to hepr f orm you soo~ Jim 
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If you decide to
containing:
(l) 1
(2) 2
(3) 1
(4) l
(5) 1
(6) l
V'ke part in this Happening I will send you kit
18x24"
coated Zinc plate
instruments for marking the plate
sign to be placed near the piece instructing the public
roll 35ffim film
cartridge of recording tape
sot of instructions for the event
SAMPLE OF NiAv'SlAIER AD,
May 4th, 1 0 : OQam. -3 : 00pm
SITE
of an Etching.-public participation
Directed by: Jam Veatch, ROCHESTER INSTITUTE of
Rochester, N.x.
HAlFEnlNG:
ADDRESS OF
The making
T^CENGIGGY
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Dear Cjndy, 
1 hope thi. s finds you in e;o ocl sI~iri ts. 1 recently ~~d t he orrortlJn i ty 
to see your th (~s L:; from l;:),st ye8r and wns (,l uiteir:![:res sed vdth the 
f inu l outcome o f yonr endeavcrs . 1 I~hi nk rr.y miy!d is D Li t rr r : rE:; to[';f:t her 
this year d o ing only school and not workin~ ~R8 been R ~re8t ch8n~e . 
1 aJll r:etting my the:..;};:; to ,'~c ther for th e rrF)sert;:'tion in j,,0Y, ;)rd cen 't 
believe how f qst t~e time is I ~ssing . 1 Rm writir[ you fer ~ss ist nn ce 
in the execution o f my thesjs. lour present/Loc' tion iTJ Calj. fornis is 
ql.ite vital to the hap[ening 1 have rroJosed . 
Let me explain ;:1 bit. f or the thesis titled "Structured SV' ci81 Concerts" 
1 have chosen an endeavor involv.ing conceptions throug;h prhJtmak ing . 
On Saturday May 4, 1974 at lO:QOam five zinc p18tes will be exposed 
simu}t~neously in 5 Jlla jor citjes throvghout the United St~t e s, for 8 
reriod of 5 hours, ( nnt il 3: 00 pm . ). Thus fc thos e cjtjes ' ,: i 1] be [Jew 
York , Chic ~go, Washi ng ton D.C ., 8nd if you dec5de to he11los Ange1e~ . 
If yOlJ decide to t;:;1,e :r:.art in thj_s E8r,renin!:,: 1 wj 11 send you 8. kl t 
cort~1 inir:g : 
( 1) 1 1 e. Y.. 21~, " c 0 ·"'1 ted Z inc I) 1 tl. t e 
(2) 2 instruments for P'18yje}.Y' 2: the p1"'te 
(J) 1 Ei e n to be p18ced near tte riece instructing t ~e l v blic 
(4) 1 roll J5mm f i lm 
(5) 1 c~rtridge of recordin g trpe 
(6) instructions for the ever t 
What I would like you to do is: 
(1) Choose a pl?ce of considerable pubJic activity in Sgn Fr~ncj2Co 
(2 ) The week befour the h?fPBring run an 8dd in the Ar t Section 
of the major newsp8p~r in Lo~ Angeles g nnolJncin~ the 
H8p~enlng and th8 p 1 8ce inviting Iublic p?r t icir~ ti on . 
(J) ~urch~se a copy of the newsppper t~~t week' qnd send ~e 
the rate ,. 11111 i cn shows the 8dd, c:nd d p t.e of p8 per. 
(4) On S;3t u r day rl]ay ~'t y} a t 10:008m p18.C(; t !Je r1&te on tl'e site 
you have chosen with the instruments . 
(5) }'lace the sign provided in t he },it in view of the rvb1jc 
(6) fhotograph the events of the dpy in response to the plate 
G3y ,d make sure n o one rips off thep1,r.; te . 
( 7) Rec ord nyy public reAction , or just environmentA l s ounds 
of the day. 
(8) At J:OOrm. pick UI) p18.te sir:n G instmi Ti len ts. jV:'liJ to me 
in the prfI,nid c011t cJjnp.r I~ he film, r1<, lc, re~()rded t"'pe 
u.nd tlle nn1A1SF'11Cl' ICJ.l~es w.'lth ncld . 
Ulon recejvin8 the r)l ;:;te 1 will etch whfOltever !3ctiv ity y r 11 h::nTe nccumuJr~r,ed 
jn 0811 Fr8nelsco ::1i1d rnake 5 bl·-c1< (: white P ' jy' ts from the p18tc~ . 1 vi ill 
send ycu an artist l ;ro () f of the 1'18te . The prints ,,::i 11 J]l8.ke UI 2 series 
one from e8ch eit.)' jnvolved, they wi]1 represent OT 8re? of ::1ct iIT jty nf 
the city. 1 Rm i nterested in recordi' ~ the 8ctivity of 5 ~ities fnr 5 
hours. then bring to[e i..; her through the prj r·t f orms th j s 8 C tj vj ty c;ombjy:ed 
with the enormous space ID8de up by the dist8nce between tbese c~tjes into 
one room or gal lery. 
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The f OY' !l' s ch:ri \T(:r l f r oIL t his wLll b E! ( I f pu bl ic ?; IC.'S ~, ur E; 1II hr ;r hc I' tt c.;e in t he 
f erID of a scu rr lYis r k rr,., el e from '/ I ;~ n: iYl g on the p18te or fr ()rr' ir~ ! ; e r~: cti on 
with t he in.s truHle nts pr ov j ded o r vi ha tev e r they HI!=-'.) v,l ':·y-' t to d o , t hf:: r( C'O e 
be c ome\the e ssent i a l i n e,TC,c j e nt . The rj e C(~ j n New :{or j.: wil ] b E; f' ;:'Jy:-e ni,n g 
in fr ont o f the Br o nx LOo , A fri erld of nine :is Qo "n 2: j, t he j s J;' ,101) TnFlJist 
vJ i th A::;so cir!\:;ed Fr e::=;s rl. nd n 8 S vtdeo l~ : lr-, 8 e ljl)j, l ,mr-: nt s o t h.e (;v er:t 1 ;~8 re I'dll 
t.e\toI-e d . '1'[-le pho t. u;:: r c'vhs a nd n c (~' r rJ i n ,':!.s fr om cd} t. l;E; cj I.)e :-:; wj l l be usc;d 
in' I~ he fi m" l show i n g of the ri e ce a t. R .1. T . 
I \1>1'111 o f r,01H' se F -1 2: f or every t h ing , t,he n ev-Is I' ''j I:e r {"'d d , I;b c I- 0 :::; 1' ''' Ce fe es 
etc . I nor-e yeu c :,·n hel l) 1! ::-! K 8 t he CF, l j for n i ? ilr' rr-f'n i r. ,c: ' 1 Sl_lcr'e ss . 
The mo s t cruci ,Co_ l t ~,- in;~' a t t.his ti ne is t (le eJeme nt. o f ti me 1 : ~ ;' V E Jeft to 
do t~is . Pl e ~ se c~ ll me pe rs on to pe r s on col le ct a n y n i g ht ' ft e r 11 : OOr ID 
ms' time 8.nd let me kn o w \'J ~ - \ e t.her y ou W~l nt to J.:8 TU c: i :r:.8 t e j n tV\'1 S , so I 
can e i the r send you the k it with enou g h time for s h i P l i n R or mRke othe r 
plans . 
H018 to he Dr fro~ y ou s o on 
Than l' s , 
Jim Veatch 
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HA15 EN1KG OP VAX 4, 1974
(1) l0:00am. flace Zinc Hate on sidewalk at site
(2) I lace instruments near plate
(3) Afix sign in public view near zinc plate
(4) Photograph public p-artici pa tion with the piece
(5) Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
(6) 3:00pm. Place all of above back in postage prepaid
container ship back to me.
SAMPLE OF NZWSPMER ADD
HArliiNIKC : May 4th, 10 : 00am-3 : OOpjm
AbtiicES of SITE
The making of an ETCHING, public participation
Directed by: Jim Veatch, Rochester Institute of Technology
Fiochester, New York
To be run in the Art Section of your rrm-jor newspaper
Starting Sunday April 28, 1974 through Saturday May 4, 1974
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Portia Harcus, Director 
Harcus - Krakow Gallery 
167 Newbury Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02116 
Dear Director Harcus: 
As a graduate student in printmaking at Rochester Institute of Technology, 
Rochester, New York, I have become increasingly interested in the works of many con-
temporary artists. As I near the end of my two-year program for a Masters of Fine Arts 
in Printmaking, I am confronted with my masters thesis and graduate show. For this 
important aspect of my graduate degree, I have chosen an endeavor involving innovations 
in printmaking. The title of my thesis is ' ;Structured Spacial Concepts". 
I am writing you, a progressive gallery representing many contemporary 
artists and supporting their theories, in hopes you will be interested and willing to 
assist me in the execution of this piece. I am represented in the Rochester area by the 
David Gallery, 31 Main Street, Pittsford, New York. My final piece for showing will con-
sist of five prints making up a series - one from each city taking part. These prints will 
represent an area of activity of the city. I am interested in recording the activity of 
the city for a period of five hours and then bringing together through the print forms 
this activity combined with the enormous space made up by the distance between these cities 
into one room or gallery. 
The forms derived from this endeavor will be of publ ic gesture whether it be 
in the form of a scuff mark made from walking on the plate or interaction with the instru-
nents provided. However, the people become the essential ingredient for the success of 
th i s piece. 
If you choose to partake in the execution of this piece, the fol lowing will be 
;ent to you in a postage-paid return carton: 
1. 18" X 24" coated zinc plate 
2. 2 instruments for marking the plate 
3. 1 sign (to be placed near piece explaining the piece to the publ ic) 
4. 1 roll 35mm film (for documenting happening) 
5. 1 cartridge of recording tape (to record happening) 
6. 1 set of brief clear instructions for executing the piece 
The week prior to the happening, I will run an ad in the Art Section of the 
~jor newspaper in your city announcing the happening. 
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On Saturday, May 4, 1974, at 10:00 a.m., you will place the zinc plate on
the sidewalk outside your gallery with the instruments provided so that passers-by may
mark the plate if they so choose. A sign will be provided which will invite the public
to interact with the happening. A person of your choosing will then be nearby to photo
graph the interaction with the plate. If you have recording equipment available, I would
also like recordings made of this event. The photographs and recordings made will be pre
sented with the final showing. The plate will be exposed until 3:00 p.m. on that day only.
There will be five plates exposed simultaneously in five major cities across
the United States on May 4, 1974.
Upon completion of this, place the plate, film, and recorded tape in the pre
paid container and ship back to me. Upon receiving the plate, I will etch whatever activity
has been accumulated by your city and then make five black and white prints of the plate.
You will receive an artist's proof of the plate you were involved with.
I'm sure you realize the importance of this event to me and 1 will appreciate
whatever effort you can extend on my behalf to this request. I would appreciate your
notifying me as soon as possible as to your position.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
S i ncerely ,
James W. Veatch
Enc.
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAPPENING OF MAY 4, 1974
1. 10:00 a.m. place zinc plate on sidewalk at site
2. Place instruments near plate
3. Affix sign in public view near zinc plate
4. Photograph public participation with the piece
5. Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
6. 3:00 p.m. place all of above back in postage paid
container and ship back to me
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Dezen Zaks Gallery 
226 East Ontario 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 
Dear Mr. Zaks: 
As a graduate student in printmaking at Rochester Institute of Technology, 
Rochester, New York, I have become increasingly interested in the works of many con-
temporary artists. As I near the end of my two-year program for a Masters of Fine Arts 
in Printmaking, I am confronted with my masters thesi.s and graduate show. For this 
important aspect of my graduate degree, I have chosen an endeavor involving innovations 
in printmaking. The title of my thesis is IIStructured Spacial Concepts l ,. 
I am writing you, a progressive gallery representing many contemporary 
artists and supporting their theories, in hopes you will be interested and willing to 
assist me in the execution of this piece. I am represented in the Rochester area by the 
David Gallery, 31 Main Street, Pittsford, New York. My final piece for showing will con-
sist of five prints making up a series - one from each city taking part. These prints will 
represent an area of activity of the city. I am interested in recording the activity of 
the city for a period of five hours and then bringing together through the print forms 
this activity combined with the enormous space made up by the distance between these cities 
into one room or gallery. 
The forms derived from this endeavor will be of publ ic gesture whether it be 
in the form of a scuff mark made from walking on the plate or interaction with the instru-
ments provided. However, the people become the essential ingredi.ent for the success of 
this piece. 
If you choose to partake in the execution of this piece, the following will be 
sent to you in a postage-paid return carton: 
1. 1 18 11 X 2411 coated zinc plate 
2. 2 instruments for marking the plate 
3. 1 sign (to be placed near piece explaining the piece to the publ ic) 
4. 1 roll 35mm film (for documenting happening) 
5. 1 cartridge of recording tape (to record happening) 
6. 1 set of brief clear instructions for executing the piece 
The week prior to the happening, I will run an ad in the Art Section of the 
~jor newspaper in your city announcing the happening. 
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Page 2 
On Saturday, May 4, 1974 , at 10:00 a.m., you will place the zinc plate on 
the sidewalk outside your gallery with the instruments provided so that passers-by may 
mark the plate if they so choose. A sign will be provided which will invite the public 
to interact with the happening. A person of your choosing will then be nearby to photo-
graph the interaction with the plate . If you have recording equipment available, I would 
also like recordings made of this event. The photographs and recordings made will be pre-
sented with the final showing. The plate will be exposed until 3:00 p.m. on that day only. 
There will be five plates exposed simultaneously in five major cities across 
the United States on May 4, 1974. 
Upon completion of this, place the plate, fi 1m, and recorded tape in the pre-
paid container and ship back to me. Upon receiving the plate, I will etch whatever activity 
has been accumulated by your city and then make five black and white prints of the plate. 
You will receive an artist's proof of the plate you were involved with. 
1'm sure you real ize the importance of this event to me and I will appreciate 
whatever effort you can extend on my behalf to this request. I would appreciate your 
notifying me as soon as possible as to your position. 
Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 
Sincerely, 
James W. Veatch 
James W. Veatch 
Ene. 
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LIST OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR HAPPENING OF MAY 4, 1974
1. 10:00 a.m. place zinc plate on sidewalk at site
2. Place instruments near plate
3. Affix sign in public view near zinc plate
4. Photograph public participation with the piece
5. Record any remarks or general environmental sounds
6. 3:00 p.m. place all of above back in postage paid
container and ship back to me
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ILLUSTRATIONS
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